An urban myth is doing the rounds in the UK at present,
which is gaining more and more credence. It is said that
specifying electric resistance space and water heating is
more environmentally sustainable than specifying a gas
condensing boiler. The argument is that if the occupier
signs up to a renewable energy supplier then there will
be zero CO2 emissions for the heating for the property in
question. Cath Hassel and David Oliver disagree ...
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use electricity to heat our homes or
hot water or cook our food. There
are many alternatives which produce
lower emissions including solar, gas,
oil, LPG, wood pellet or wood chip,
CHP, ground source heat pumps and
for cooking either mains gas or LPG.
Electricity

generation

is

the

most signiﬁcant source of emissions
of greenhouse gases in the UK as
well as a source of air pollutants.
Given the current generating mix
for UK electricity, 0.42 kg/CO2 are

produced for every kWh of electricity.

An
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in

electrical

demand

as more electric space heating is
installed will lead to an increase in
CO2 emissions as more ineﬃcient coal

ﬁred plant is brought back on line
to meet demand. All the renewable
energy produced in the UK is already
purchased by electricity suppliers
under the Renewables Obligations
scheme. This will remain in place until
2010, thus ensuring a market for
renewable energy and encouraging
Just pick up any regular builder or architects journal to see just how many new
products are rapidly being introduced to
cater to the growing demand for electrical
heating.
Electrical resistance heating appliances
are arriving in every conceivable form
and the two most popular are going to
be underﬂoor (electrical mats as below
and left) and traditional boiler mimics as
above.
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suppliers” is therefore not available
to other suppliers. It is not spare
capacity that would be dumped if
not bought by the end consumer to
power their electric heaters.
The aim should be to reduce
our consumption of electricity not to
generate “new” electricity demand
from new heating systems. If the
new load uses up all the renewable
generation and more, as is happening,
then we are actually increasing fossil
fuel generation and the associated
CO2 emissions. There is a concern that
increasing use of electricity will then

lead to new nuclear power stations
being built as the UK desperately tries
to reduce the rising CO2 emissions.
In
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current

electrical

generating mix, only 3% is from
renewables. Yet 20% of the UKʼs
electricity is required for lighting.
Not until 2020 - and that is if the
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Both of the authors buy their electricity from
a “renewable” supplier and urge readers of this
article to do the same; it is important to show
support for renewable electricity. Neither author
uses electricity for space or water heating, and
both have energy-efﬁcient lights and appliances.
They welcome responses to this article and will
publish a list of the comments received and their
response as they feel that it is important that this
debate is discussed fully within the environmental movement.
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